(Mu)(n) u(n + 1) + u(n 1) + V,o(n)u(n) (1.2) where the potential V is an ergodic process in the sense that the index 0 lies in a probability measure space (2, d/0) which supports a group rx (x R in case (1.1) or x Z in case (1.2)) of measure preservi.ng ergodic transformations with V(x +y)= V(x), where sup(lV (x)llx R or Z, 0 f)< o. The most heavily studied cases are the "random" ones where rx has strong mixing properties (e.g., i.i.d.'s in case (1.2) [8, 3] or Morse functions composed with Brownian motion on a compact manifold in case (1.3) [4, 9, 2] ) and the almost periodic case where f is a compact metric space and the -'s are isometric (see [12] for a review of this).
The present paper represents a contribution to this theory. Motivated in part by old work of Thouless [13] , and in part by recent work of Hermann [5] (see below), we will prove that a basic quantity is a subharmonic function, and more significantly, derive some important consequence of this observation. We will also need the following standard theorem (see e.g., [10] In the continuous case (1.1), one must compare ,{(E) with the free Lyaponov exponent ,t0(E). Define, for E C, ,t0(E)= Re(/-E), where the branch is chosen so that /-E > 0 for E < 0. Let ko(E) (1/r)/max(0,E) It is shown in that for Im E :/= 0 v0(E)= f nl -{dk(E')-dko(E')}. ( 
4.2)
The integral on the right is conditionally convergent in the sense that it is proven that lim f_' lnlE-E'ld(k-ko)(E') exists and is finite if Im E =/= 0. Similarly, we find ,(E)-,{0(E + a)= flnlE-E'I (dk(E')-dko(E'+ a)}. (4. 3)
The integral falnlE-E' {dk(E') dko(E' + a)} is harmonic on C- [a, hence if the integral in (4.3) is defined to be -o whenever it diverges to then the right side is subharmonic on C-[a, o). As before, this establishes (4.3) and then (4.2) for all E.
The Thouless formula for all E implies several general principles:
(a) Since lnlE-E' is harmonic away from E', and supp(dk)= spec(H) we see that ,/(E) is harmonic away from spec(H).
(b) Using (a), Johnson [6] proves in the a.p. case that for any open interval I c R, either I f3 spec(H,o) is empty or it has strictly positive logarithmic capacity. Using his proof and our arguments to establish (a), this result is true in the general ergodic case.
(c) Since 3' is u.s.c, and nonnegative, at points with 3,(E)= 0 (necessarily this implies that E spec(H,) [1] ), 3' is continuous.
(d) Since lnlE + ie-E'I decreases monotonically to lnlE-E'I as o$0 (when E,E' are real), we see that for any real E, ,{(E)= lim,,0 y(E + ie). This is how Johnson [6] [6] in the a.p. case.
5. Log-H61der continuity of the integrated density of states. In [1] , [7] , it is a basic result that k(E) is a continuous function of E, but the proof gives no estimate on the modulus of continuity. We want to note that the Thouless formula combined with the nonnegativity of , implies a continuity of k which is uniform for E in compact sets and uniform in V as V runs through sets with VIIoo bounded. We consider both the case where k(E) is the density of states and the case where we average over an auxiliary parameter such as occurs for V(n)= cos(2rran +/9) where ct is rational and /9 is averaged. The 
fleo-E 'I < lnlE-E'I dk(E') + fl< leo-E'llnlE--E'I dk(E'). 
